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 YORDAN MIHALEV
ART_001

jacket, georgette and chiffon,
 size S, unique piece, 

1000,- BGN

ART_002
skirt, georgette and chiffon, 

size S, unique piece, 
400,- BGN
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ART_003
YORDAN MIHALEV, 
coat, georgette, wool and chiffon 
size S, unique piece, 
1200,- BGN
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ART_004
POLINA SOTIROVA, 
oversized pale pink dress, 
gathered in the side seam and 
sleeves by loosely tied rope, 
100% neoprene, unique piece; 
size M-L-XL, orderable in 
alternative fabrics and colors, 
407,- BGN

ART_005
VESELA MIGAROVA, 
bag, wool blend fabric with geo-
metric pattern and wide handles 
of faux leather and  yarn fringes, 
magnetic clasp closure, 
size: 30/47/12 cm, unique piece, 
88,- BGN
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POLINA SOTIROVA 
ART_006
Red corduroy dress, fitted around 
the waist, gathered around the 
shoulders by loosely tied rope, 
neoprene with leather accessory, 
unique piece, size M-L,
253,- BGN

ART_007
Leather, tulle and rope gathered 
accessory, length 41cm; 
47,- BGN
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ART_009
VESELA MIGAROVA, 

long handle bag, quilted faux 
leather and wool blend fabric 
with geometric pattern, lining, 

magnetic clasp closure, 
size: 34/39/10cm, unique piece, 

80,- BGN

ART_008
KRISTINA LYUBENOVA, 
gathered midi dress, 
100% wool, size S-M, 
unique piece, 
190,-BGN
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ART_010
MILENA NACHEVA, 

pleated denim dress, 
95% cotton, 5% elastane, 

size L, orderable in 
alternative fabrics

 and colors in XS - XL, 
350,- BGN
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ART_011
ELLIE NENKOVSKA, 
coat with scarf neckline and 
outside pockets, cashmere wool 
with viscose lining, handmade 
angora wool embroidery, size M, 
orderable in alternative fabrics and 
colors in S(36), M(38), L(40), 
350,- BGN
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ART_012
ELLIE NENKOVSKA, 

coat with regular neckline and 
side pockets, cashmere wool 
with viscose lining, handmade 

angora wool embroidery, size M, 
orderable in alternative fabrics and 

colors in S(36), M(38), L(40), 
350,- BGN

ART_013
FIVE SEASONS, 

earrings, epoxy jewelry resin, 
unique piece, orderable in 

similar design, 
48,- BGN
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ART_014
NELMIT, 

sculpted draped coat, 
doubleface viscose and black 

wool, size S, unique piece, 
690,- BGN
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ART_015
MILITSA MILANOVA, 
black and rusty orange shirt dress 
with handmade pattern, cotton 
poplin, size M-L, orderable in 
different sizes and pattern, 
140,- BGN.

ART_016
DINKA KASABOVA-DK,
"FIREPLACE”, burnt wood, 
glass crystals and beads, 
gilded linen, approximate 
size 6x6 cm, length 20 cm, 
95,- BGN
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ART_017
DINKA KASABOVA – DK 

cape, 90% wool, 10%acrylic, 
unisize, unique piece, 

210,- BGN

ART_018
DINKA KASABOVA – DK 
tunic, viscose, polyester, 
size M-L, unique piece, 
138,- BGN
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ART_019
DINKA KASABOVA – DK
dress, cotton and gilded linen, 
decorated with glass crystals, 
size M, unique piece, 
159,- BGN
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ART_020
KALINA CHANKOVA, 
necklace, wood, acrylic 
paint, varnish, brass, 
unique piece, 
78,-BGN

ART_021
STILYANA DZHONGOVA
Fiery blue printed coat "METEOR”, 
100% PL, size M-L, orderable 
in XS-XXL, also in print 
"PHOENIX” & "FLAME”, 
350, -BGN
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STILYANA DZHONGOVA 
ART_022
Fiery yellow printed coat "FLAME” 
with yellow pockets, 100% PL; 
size M-L, orderable in XS-XXL, 
also in print 
"PHOENIX” & "METEOR”; 
350, -BGN 

ART_023
Fiery yellow printed high 
waisted legging "FLAME”; 
88%PL 12%EL; size S-M, 
orderable in XS-XXL; 
120, -BGN

STILYANA DZHONGOVA 
ART_024
Fiery red printed coat "PHOENIX” 
with hood, 100%PL, size M-L, order-
able in XS-XXL, also in print 
"FLAME” & "METEOR”, 
350, -BGN

ART_025
Fiery red printed high 
waisted legging "PHOENIX”, 
88%PL, 12%EL, size M, 
orderable in XS-XXL, 
120, -BGN
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ART_027
STILYANA DZHONGOVA, 

fiery red printed turtleneck 
mesh blouse "PHOENIX”, 
95%PL 5%EL, size M-L, 

orderable in XS-XXL, 
also in print 

"FLAME” & "METEOR”, 
50, -BGN

ART_026
STILYANA DZHONGOVA,
fiery red printed neoprene dress 
"PHOENIX”, 95%PL 5%EL, 
size M-L, unique piece, 
170, -BGN
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ART_030
ANITA RACHEVA, 
lava printed tie-up top, 
polyester, size XS-S, 
unique piece, 
65, -BGN

ANITA RACHEVA 
ART_028
Lava printed sleeveless swing 
dress, polyester, size S-M, 
unique piece, 
135,- BGN 

ART_029
Lava printed eco leather tie-up 
belt, polyester & PU leather, 
size XS-S, unique piece, 
28, -BGN
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PROTOTYPE 23 
ART_31
Padded vest with zipper fastening 
and fringes, polyester with viscose 
lining, size S/M, orderable in every 
size and in alternative colours,  
210,- BGN

ART_032
pleated palazzo pants, polyester 
with viscose lining, size S/M, 
orderable in every size and in 
alternative colours, 
150 ,- BGN
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YOD
ART_034
Smoke grey, eco printed silk shirt 
with polyester belt, size S, order-
able in other sizes, unique print, 
198,-BGN

ART_035
Grey woolen trousers, 
100% wool, viscose lining, 
size M, orderable
in other material, 
245,-BGN

ART_033
JDINKA KASABOVA-DK, 

"ASHES”, burnt wood, glass crys-
tals and beads, cotton fabric, lace, 

approximate size 8x3 cm, 
length - 20 cm, 

85,- BGN
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ART_038
ANELIA ANTOVA, 

eco leather vest with handmade 
woolen details, PU leather, wool, 

viscose lining, size M, 
unique piece, 

240,- BGN

YOD
ART_036
Transparent silk shirt, 
eco printed, silk organza, 
size M/L, orderable in 
other sizes, unique print, 
238,-BGN

ART_037
Light brown woolen trousers, 
100% wool, viscose lining, 
size M, orderable in 
other material, 
245,-BGN
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ART_039
DILIANA IVANOVA – YEDA, 
dress, 100% pure silk, size M/L, 
unique piece, orderable modified 
shape in same or different fabrics, 
colours and sizes, 
340,- BGN

ART_040
FIVE SEASONS, 

necklace, epoxy jewelry resin, exotic 
wood, unique piece, 

orderable in similar design, 
58,- BGN
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 ART_042

 ART_041

FIVE SEASONS
ART_041-042
Ring, epoxy jewelry resin, exotic 
wood, unique piece, orderable in 
similar design, S-XL
/16-19mm inner diameter/,  
48,- BGN

ART_043
Earrings, epoxy jewelry resin, 
exotic wood, unique piece,
orderable in similar design, 
48,- BGN

 ART_043

ART_044
OFF LIMITS, 
cocoa milk asymmetrical 
V-neck dress; 100% silk, 
size 40 – M, orderable in 
S, M, L or personal measurements, 
289,- BGN
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ART_045
OFF LIMITS, 

burgundy wool winter coat with pleated 
sleeves and quilted lining; front fabric - 
100% wool; sleeves – pleated polyes-
ter; lining – cotton and polyester; size 
M, orderable in alternative fabrics and 

colours in S, M, L, XL, 
350,- BGN
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KENNA jewelry
ART_046
Ring, silver, patina, size 48, 
orderable in all sizes, 
70,- BGN

ART_047
Ring, silver, patina, size 49, 
orderable in all sizes, 
80,- BGN

ART_048
Earrings, 
silver, 
85,- BGN

ART_049
Earrings, 
silver, patina, 
95,- BGN

 ART_046

 ART_047  ART_049

 ART_048

ART_050
MILENA NACHEVA, 
asymmetrical circle skirt, 100% 
viscose, size S, orderable in alterna-
tive fabrics and colors in XS - XL, 
225,- BGN 
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ART_051
GEORGI FLOROV, 
pleated shirt dress, 100% polyester 
with viscose lining, size S, 
orderable in alternative fabrics 
and colors in XS - XL,
290,- BGN
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ART_052 
GEORGI FLOROV
jersey dress, 100% viscose with 
silk trimmings, size S, orderable 
in alternative fabrics and
colors in XS - XL, 
220,- BGN

ART_055 
KENNA jewelry, 
brooch, silver, 
190,- BGN

GEORGI FLOROV 
ART_053

Jersey blouse, 100% viscose 
with silk trimmings, size S, 

orderable in alternative fabrics 
and colors in XS - XL, 

165,- BGN

ART_054
Half pleated skirt, 

100% polyester with viscose 
lining, size S, orderable 

in alternative fabrics and 
colors in XS - XL, 

175,- BGN
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ART_056
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 
navy blue blouse with balloon  
sleeves and a belt attached to the 
waist, 100% silk, size S-M, 
orderable in alternative 
fabrics and sizes, 
149,- BGN

ART_057
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 
textured top with corset construc-
tion inside and metal zip at the 
back, 70% polyester, 20% viscose, 
10% cotton, cotton lining, 
size S, unique piece, 
189,- BGN
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ART_058
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 

mix fabrics layered top with corset 
construction, 100% polyester, 100% 
cotton lining, size S, unique piece, 

159,- BGN

ART_059
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 
hand knitted short dress with 
leather collar and buckle 
fastening, 50% wool, 30% cotton, 
20% polyester, genuine leather 
collar, size S-M, unique piece, 
199,- BGN
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ART_060
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 
printed top with pleated sleeves 
and bow tie neck, 70% recycled 
polyester, 30% cotton, 
size S, unique piece, 
139,- BGN

EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO 
ART_061
Elastic turtle-neck blouse with 
shiny effect, 90% polyester, 
10% elastane, 10% other fibres. 
DO NOT IRON. 
Size S, unique piece,
69,- BGN

ART_062
Multicolour, jacquard  pencil skirt 
made from vintage recycled fabric, 
95% polyester, 5% other fibres, 
size XS-S, unique piece, 
119,- BGN
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ART_063
GERGANA TRUKANOVA, 

earrings, silver 925 and glass, 7,5 cm, 
unique piece, orderable 
in other glass colours, 

115,- BGN

ART_064
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 

black and white printed blouse with 
corset construction inside 

and ruffles detail on the sleeve, 
50% cotton, 40%polyester, 

10% elastane, Dry clean only, 
size S, unique piece, 

159,- BGN
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 ART_065  ART_066

GERGANA TRUKANOVA
ART_065
Earrings, silver 925 and 
fluorescent glass, 5,5 cm, 
orderable in different 
glass colours, 
95,- BGN

ART_066
Necklace, silver 925 and 
fluorescent glass, 50 cm, 
orderable in different 
glass colours, 
250,- BGN

EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO 
ART_067
Off-shoulder top with corset 
construction inside and striped 
details, 100% polyester, size S, 
unique piece, 
169,- BGN

ART_068
Panneled satin skirt, 
100% polyester with viscose 
lining, size S, unique piece, 
129,- BGN
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ART_019
INNA GABROVSKA, tunic, 
cotton/viscose, size M-L, 

orderable in S-XL, 
130,- BGN

ART_069
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 
fitted velvet dress with 
pleated detail on the side, 
80% polyester, 20% elastane, 
size M, orderable in more 
colours and sizes, 
129,- BGN

ART_70
DINKA KASABOVA-DK, 
"MEADOW”, burnt wood, glass 
crystals and beads, cotton fabric, 
approximate size 8x3 cm, 
length 20 cm, 
95,- BGN
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ART_072 
EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO, 
asymmetrical stretch dress with 
rushed effect and ties on the 
sleeves, 70% cotton, 20% 
Polyester, 10% elastane, size M, 
orderable in sizes S-M-L, 
129,- BGN

ART_071
DINKA KASABOVA – DK 

"HEAT”, burnt wood, glass 
crystals and beads, cotton fabric, 

approximate size – 8x3 cm, 
length - 20 cm, 

95,- BGN 
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ART_074
INNA GABROVSKA, 
dress, polyamide with cotton, 
eco leather belt, 
size S/M, unique piece, 
155,- BGN

ART_073
INNA GABROVSKA,
wool coat, 100% cashmere, 
size M, unique piece,
255,- BGN
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ART_075
INNA GABROVSKA, 
wool coat, 100% cashmere 
with eco leather, 
size M, unique piece, 
245,-BGN

ART_076
KALINA CHANKOVA, 
necklace, wood, acrylic paint, 
varnish, brass, 
unique piece, 
78,-BGN
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ART_077
INNA GABROVSKA, 
wool coat, 100% cashmere 
with neoprene, size M, 
unique piece, 
260,- BGN

ART_078
INNA GABROVSKA, 
tunic, polyester with viscose, 
size M, unique piece, 
145,- BGN
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ART_079
YULIYANA YANAKOVA, 
plush midi dress, orange cotton 
with elastane, black polyester 
plush, size S/M, orderable in the 
same or similar fabrics, 
220,- BGN

YULIYANA YANAKOVA 
ART_080
Short asymmetric fringed top, 
organza, textured cotton with 
elastane, size S/M, orderable in 
the same or similar fabrics, 
80,- BGN

ART_081
Shorts with transparent skirt, 
wool, organza, size S/M, 
orderable in the same 
or similar fabrics, 
115,- BGN
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ART_083
VINTAGE SOFIA, 
red evening dress, cotton satin, 
tulle with brocade, plush, 
unique piece, size S/M, 
260,- BGN

ART_082
VINTAGE SOFIA, 

wine red winter coat, 
wool, acrylic, 

unique piece, size S/M, 
320,- BGN
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ART_085
VINTAGE SOFIA, 

multicolored winter coat, 
wool, cashmere, 

unique piece, size S/M, 
360,-  BGN

ART_084
KALINA CHANKOVA, 
necklace, wood, acrylic paint, 
varnish, brass, 
unique piece, 
72,-BGN
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ART_086
VINTAGE SOFIA, 
grey winter coat, wool, 
unique piece, size S/M, 
280,- BGN

ART_087
VESELA MIGAROVA, 
tote bag with big yarn tassels, soft 
black faux leather and polyester 
"teddy” fabric, magnetic clasp closure, 
size: 30/50/12 cm, unique piece, 
95,- BGN
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ART_090
ANELIA ANTOVA, 

dress, polyester taffeta with polyester 
lining, size M, unique piece, 

360,- BGN

GERGANA TRUKANOVA 
ART_088
Ring, silver 925 and glass, 
size 56, orderable in different 
glass colours and sizes, 
80,- BGN

ART_089
Bracelet, silver 925 and glass, 
19 cm, orderable in different 
glass colours, 
180,- BGN

 ART_088  ART_089
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ART_091
ANELIA ANTOVA, 
hand knitted sweater, 100% 
organic cotton, size S-M, 
orderable in all sizes, 
270,- BGN

ANELIA ANTOVA
ART_092
Short coat, wool and polyester 
blend with polyester lining, 
size M, orderable in all sizes, 
230,- BGN

ART_093
Pink skirt, wool and polyester 
blend, size M with adjustable 
waist, orderable in all sizes, 
95,- BGN
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ART_094
RADOSTINA KLINKOVA, 
orange wool dress with V-neck, 
100% wool, size L-XL, 
unique piece, 
175,- BGN

ART_095
KALINA CHANKOVA, 

necklace, wood, acrylic paint, 
varnish, brass, 
unique piece, 

75,-BGN
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ART_096
RADOSTINA KLINKOVA, 
purple short coat, 
100% cashmere / 100% silk, 
size S-M, 
unique piece, 
275,- BGN 

ART_097
PROTOTYPE 23,
pleated eco leather skirt, 
polyester with viscose lining, size 
S/M, orderable in every size and 
in alternative colours, 
95,- BGN

ART_098
DINKA KASABOVA-DK, 
"FLAMES”, burnt wood, glass 
crystals and beads, cotton fabric, 
length 20 cm, 
85,- BGN 

ART_099
SLAVINA PETROVA, 
orange red fluffy coat with hand-
made brooch, 40% wool/60% 
polyester, size S-M, orderable in 
alternative fabrics, 
380,- BGN
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ART_101
SLAVINA PETROVA, 
cozy red set with feather 
decoration, wadded cotton, 
size S-M, orderable in S-XL in 
different color and decoration, 
230,- BGN

ART_100
KALINA CHANKOVA, 

necklace, wood, 
acrylic paint, 

varnish, brass, 
unique piece, 

75,-BGN
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ART_103
checked patterned skirt, 100%wool, 
viscose lining, size S-M, orderable
in S-XL, and in alternative 
colors and fabrics,
178,- BGN

SLAVINA PETROVA
ART_102
Black lace blouse with bow,
80% polyester/20%cotton, 
size S-M, unique piece,
178,- BGN
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ART_1045
SLAVINA PETROVA, 

black velvet blazer with 
handmade brooch, 100% cotton, 

viscose lining, size  S-M, 
unique piece, 

299,- BGN

ART_104
SLAVINA PETROVA, 
black shirt dress with bow, 
100% wool, size S-M, 
orderable in S-XL in 
alternative colors and fabrics, 
199,- BGN
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ART_106
SLAVINA PETROVA, 
black feather dress with hand-
made brooch, 10%wool, 90% 
cotton, viscose lining, size S-M, 
orderable in S-L, 
349,- BGN

ART_107
VESELA MIGAROVA, 

small black bag with long handle of 
faux leather, with flap from polyester 

"teddy” fabric in cream color and 
yarn details in side seams, lining, 

magnetic clasp closure, 
size: 22/35/10cm, unique piece, 

65,- BGN
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